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Heal Your Soul

Join me on a journey to your Soul as we gather together for a weekend of
release, renewal, reconnection – and a little bit of fun! You’ll be surrounded by

like-minded individuals in a sacred and safe space in which you can shed all
that no longer serves you, reconnect with yourself, heal your Soul and step
into your beautiful True Self. You’ll leave the cares of everyday life behind –

figuratively and literally – as you drive down the lane to our peaceful
hideaway.

A Retreat for Heart-Centred Medical
Professionals

15th - 17th May 2020

Whether you are thinking about leaving medicine,

considering your career and/or life options, or simply

burnt out and feeling lost and exhausted, allow

this work to guide you home to yourself.

www.sallygraddon.com



Highlights
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This weekend will be a true journey and the retreat
will begin from the moment you arrive as you ‘land’

and start to unwind with a delicious meal and
magical Gong Bath on our first evening together.

 
Together, we will actively work to shed the everyday

and sink in to the present moment.
 

On the retreat, you will be shown how to ground
and energetically protect yourself – something that

most healthcare professionals have never been
taught, but which is profoundly important for all

healers to know.
 

Space will be held for you as you release that which
no longer serves you – the stories, beliefs and

emotions that have been holding you back and
keeping you feeling trapped and small. We will

come together to perform a powerful and sacred
Fire Ceremony – calling upon the power of Fire to
transmute and heal in the most potent of ways.
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Journey to Your Soul
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I will drum for you and guide you in

Shamanic journeying - a beautiful and

powerful tool that has the power to unlock

the door to our own inner world, communicate

with our very Soul and retrieve information. 

 

For our inner world is in constant

communication with the world around us,

both the seen and the unseen, whether we

realise it or not. We all have the answers

we seek within us - one need only journey

within to find them. 



Connect
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Imagine connecting with your breath and
tuning in to your body as you learn to listen
to – and trust – the wisdom of your intuition

and, as a result, yourself and your own
decision-making abilities. Only by knowing

yourself can you make decisions from a
place of power.

You will take time to gently explore what you

really want and set intentions that will naturally

carry you forwards and draw you towards them.

During the retreat, you will spend time in the great healer and connector
that is nature. I will show you how to anchor in the calm and peace of this

special place so that you can carry it with you always and call upon the
energy whenever you need it.

It is said that Shamans take their work very seriously, but themselves not
seriously at all, and I certainly subscribe to that philosophy! The work we will

be doing together will be deep and sacred, playful and fun.



Accommodation
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Our luxury accommodation is a serene farmstead
steeped in history and character. Situated half a mile down a country lane in a

peaceful hollow, surrounded by woodland and natural water sources with
stunning views across Exmoor in North Devon, UK.

 
A place of relaxation and rejuvenation, with no city noise - just the sounds of

the wind in the trees, water flowing along the stream and the occasional bleat
of sheep in the fresh Devonshire air.

Our time will be spent in the converted eco barn
studio, beautifully renovated farmhouse and exploring the five acres of wild

and wonderful grounds, including the big organic vegetable garden and
magical stone circle!

 
Our meals will be lovingly prepared by our hosts, using their own homegrown

organic produce wherever possible. All of their food is health and
environmentally conscious and they serve vegetarian and vegan as standard.

The menu is seasonal and, quite frankly, AMAZING!!



All the Details...

Dates...

Arrive afternoon of Friday, 15th May 2020
Retreat from the moment you arrive until
the moment you leave...
Depart at 3pm on Sunday, 17th May 2020

What's included...

Transfers from Barnstaple train station if coming by train
Accommodation 2 nights, 3 days
All meals – Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, plus one freshly-pressed
green juice and snack each day
Gong bath with the talented Karen Vögelin
Sacred Fire Ceremony
Rituals, ceremonies, healing work and more…
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Not included…

Flights or other travel costs

Investment…

£1499 (early-bird - £1299)
Payment in full or deposit of £500 + payment plan for remainder
to be paid in full 8 weeks before retreat
To book email sally@sallygraddon.com
Total of 6 spots available

Sally x

Your True Self is

Calling You Home...
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A Sacred Weekend of

Release, Reconnection and

Healing Awaits You…


